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What potential red flags should I look
for in my wirehouse portfolio?
By Kevin Burns
As an independent advisor, I am
often asked to review portfolios of
prospective clients with assets held
at wirehouse firms. Having spent 26
years in the big banks, it is unfortunate how little has changed since my
partners and I left to start our own
firm in October 2008.
Among the reasons we sought
independence was our desire to avoid
the inherent conflicts we found in
these institutions and to extract ourselves from any perceived influence
on our investment decisions beyond
serving our clients’ best interests. We
value our ability to invest free of any
inappropriate forces and are struck
by the many examples we see of these
conflicts manifesting themselves in
portfolio construction.
It’s not unusual for the internal products of wirehouses to find their way
into client portfolios, often with higher
fees and payouts to brokers who sell
them. Remember, an independent registered investment advisor has a fiduciary responsibility for putting clients’
interests ahead of his or her own. A
wirehouse broker has only a suitability
standard, meaning that the requirement to make investment decisions is
based on what is suitable, not necessarily what’s best for the client.
For their own benefit, investors

should understand the logic behind
the investment decisions their advisors make. A portfolio should be
constructed using clearly defined
investment criteria and a well-defined
process to determine an overall asset
allocation strategy. Yet, in our experience, clients of these brokerage firms
have a difficult time getting straight,
succinct answers to the most fundamental of questions: What investments do they own, and why?
Some of the more urgent red flags
to look out for include:
Proprietary Bank Mutual Funds:
Obviously, it’s unlikely that the inhouse mutual funds marketed by
banks will be best in class across the
asset spectrum, with superior performance and lower cost than their outside alternatives. During our tenure
at large banks, we rarely selected inhouse “solutions,” as they simply
weren’t the best.
Proprietary Hedge Fund of Funds:
It’s important to know what these funds
were designed to accomplish, their
fee structure and liquidity provisions.
More importantly, would the answers
to these queries be the same had they
been negotiated at arm’s length?
Preferred Stocks and Closed End
Fund Offerings: The fees paid to wirehouse brokers for these products are

often exorbitant. At the same time,
we’ve seen many instances where
the products have little-to-no relevance in an overall allocation strategy, which exposes the investor to
unnecessary risk. A recent portfolio
we examined had 22 newly issued
preferreds and 18 of them were below
the offering price!
Structured Notes: Many are sold
as risk-adverse strategies; however,
our experience is that they are often
expensive and have other issues such
as counter-party risk and potential
liquidity limitations during difficult
markets that are not fully understood.
For instance, if you have a note linked
to the S&P 500 with downside protection, you may believe you own equities. In reality, you own a big bank
derivative and are an unsecured
creditor of that institution.
Long-Term Annuities: Investors
are often unclear as to the initial fees
and penalties for early withdrawal.
Many portfolios we see from clients
of big banks have higher costs, greater
risk and less liquidity than these
investors realize. All clients should
feel comfortable about what investment decisions are being made on
their behalf, and why. Ultimately, we
believe this is the best way to minimize
risk and increase long-term returns.

The information contained herein should not be construed as personalized investment advice, and should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or
sell any security or engage in a particular investment strategy. Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and there is no guarantee that the
views and opinions expressed in this newsletter will come to pass. Investing in the stock market involves gains and losses and may not be suitable for
all investors. While the above represents the firm’s approach to unique client-specific circumstances, nothing stated should be understood as a direct
or indirect past specific recommendation.
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“All clients should feel
comfortable about what
investment decisions
are being made on their
behalf, and why.”
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I look forward to discussing how LLBH
can help you reach your financial goals
and can be reached at 800.700.5524.
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Bill Lomas, Kevin Burns,
Bill Loftus

About LLBH Private Wealth Management LLC
LLBH Private Wealth Management LLC is an independent registered investment advisor offering a full range of
wealth management and family office services, including financial planning, asset management, concentrated
stock hedging, lending, cash management and alternative investment due diligence. Often referred to as a
virtual family office, LLBH delivers these myriad solutions to its clientele to help bring clarity and control to their
financial lives. From its base in Westport, Conn., LLBH provides these services to wealthy families across the
country and has a significant West Coast presence focused on the entertainment industry. LLBH works with
approximately 140 families approaching $1.6 billion in assets under advisory.
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Assets under Care $1.6 billion
(approximately, as of 12/31/2014)

Primary Custodian for Investor Assets Pershing, A BNY Mellon Company

Minimum Fee for Initial Meeting
None required

Professional services Provided Financial planning, asset management,
concentrated stock hedging, lending, cash management, alternative
investment due diligence and family office services

Minimum net Worth Requirement
$10 million (investment services)

Association Membership Financial Planning Association, Investment
Management Consultants Association

Financial services Experience
200 years (combined)

Email kburns@llbhpwm.com
Website www.llbhprivatewealthmanagement.com

Compensation Method Asset-based

LLBH Private Wealth Management LLC

33 Riverside Avenue, 5th Floor, Westport, CT 06880
WortH.CoM
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LLBH Private Wealth Management LLC is featured in Worth 2015 Leading Wealth Advisors™, a special section in every edition of Worth® magazine. All persons and firms appearing in this
section have completed questionnaires, have been vetted by an advisory group following submission by Worth®, and thereafter paid the standard fees to Worth® to be featured in this section.
The information contained herein is for informational purposes, and although the list of advisors presented in this section is drawn from sources believed to be reliable and independently
reviewed, the accuracy or completeness of this information is not guaranteed. No person or firm listed in this section should be construed as an endorsement by Worth®, and Worth® will not be
responsible for the performance, acts or omissions of any such advisor. It should not be assumed that the past performance of any advisors featured in this special section will equal or be an
indicator of future performance. Worth®, a Sandow Media publication, is a financial publisher and does not recommend or endorse investment, legal or tax advisors, investment strategies or
particular investments. Those seeking specific investment advice should consider a qualified and licensed investment professional. Worth® is a registered trademark of Sandow Media LLC.
See “About Us” for additional program details at http://www.worth.com/index.php/about-worth.
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